
switching sensor is connected, so that both NAMUR normally open/break 

contacts and NAMUR normally closed/make contacts can be integrated into 

the control system without changes in the program. Potential-free contacts 

can also be used.

– EPX1058-0022 supplies a maximum of eight measuring transducers located in 

the field and transmits their analog 4…20 mA measuring signals, electrically 

isolated, to the automation device. Appropriate 2-wire and 3-wire sensors can 

be connected. With a technical measuring range of +107% of the nominal 

range, this EtherCAT Box also supports commissioning with sensor values in 

the limit range and evaluation according to NAMUR NE43. Any overload or 

wire break is signaled by LEDs.

– EPX3184-0022 for connection of up to four intrinsically safe HART-capable 

field devices provides information on the state of HART communication via 

LEDs and signals any communication errors. HART connectivity enables two-

way communication via the analog 4…20 mA wiring and can also be used for 

the FDT/DTM concept. Field device DTMs can be directly integrated into the 

TwinCAT engineering environment via the TwinCAT FDT Container.

More information:
www.beckhoff.com/sct5564 

EPX series EtherCAT I/Os combine IP67 protection rating  
with intrinsic safety for the first time

More information:
www.beckhoff.com/epx 
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With the new EPX module series, Beckhoff now also offers a compact option for 

Ex i signal acquisition from zones 0/20 and 1/21 as an addition to the wide range 

of EtherCAT Box modules. With robust IP67 protection, they enable direct and 

decentralized installation in machines and systems, even in harsh environments. 

This results in numerous advantages in all areas with explosion protection re-

quirements, both in processing plants and in discrete manufacturing applications.

As a robust alternative to IP20 solutions with their elaborate housing protections, 

the EPX modules with IP67 protection rating enable reliable data collection, even 

in hazardous areas where no control cabinet or terminal box can or should be 

installed. The extremely compact modular design leads to significant space savings. 

Furthermore, the previously required safety barriers are no longer necessary, which 

also saves space and reduces costs. Additional advantages of the new EtherCAT 

Box modules are their simple commissioning, the avoidance of errors due to in-

correct contact assignments, and the system modularization facilitated by on-site 

signal acquisition.

The EPX series initially comprises three modules with four or eight input channels:

– EPX1058-0022 is designed for direct connection of up to eight intrinsically 

safe NAMUR field devices and records their signals pursuant to IEC 60947-5-6.  

In addition to the switching state, open circuit or short circuit is also detected. 

Channel by channel, it is possible to select whether a positive or negative 

The SCT5564 differential current transformer has an analog 4…20 mA output 

that represents the real-time RMS value (TRMS) of the measured differential 

current. In addition, a potential-free relay output (NO/NC) with freely selectable 

residual current can be used for warning purposes or even system shutdown 

if the TRMS residual current measured value exceeds the pre-set value. A test 

button and an external test button input are provided for periodic testing of the 

RCM in accordance with applicable product standards. 

Fault currents can also occur during normal operation, e.g. due to the magnetiz-

ing of an electric motor during startup. In such cases, the seamless integration 

of the current transformer into the PC-based control technology from Beckhoff 

creates special application advantages. In the example mentioned, the informa-

tion available in the control system regarding the startup of a motor can reliably 

exclude false tripping. This is particularly relevant when multiple motors or 

actuators are used in a machine, since an increasing residual current and thus a 

probable insulation fault can be assigned directly to the corresponding compo-

nent without having to measure the differential current of each individual drive. 

The same applies, for example, to the monitoring of heating elements in plastics 

machines, where insulation loss due to aging can be efficiently and cost-effec-

tively prevented by early replacement – via just one central measurement device 

and with corresponding control data.


